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QUESTION 1

In your database, the user SCOTT wants to retrieve the dropped HR.EMPLOYEES table by using the command: 

SQL> FLASHBACK TABLE HR.EMPLOYEES TO BEFORE DROP; 

What are three prerequisites for this command to succeed? (Choose three.) 

A. Undo retention guarantee must be enabled. 

B. No other table with the same name should exist in the HR schema. 

C. SCOTT should have the FLASHBACK ANY TABLE privilege. 

D. SCOTT should have the SELECT privilege on the HR schema and its recycle bin. 

E. No duplicates of the HR.EMPLOYEES table should exist in the recycle bin of the HR schema. 

F. The recycle bin should be enabled. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 2

You are administering a multitenant container database (CDB) that has no startup triggers and contains three pluggable
databases (PDBs). 

You execute the command to start up the CDB: SQL> STARTUP 

Which statement is true? 

A. CDB$ROOT, PDB$SEED, and the PDBs are opened in read-only mode. 

B. CDB$ROOT and PDB$SEED are opened in read-only mode, but the PDBs are in closed mode. 

C. CDB$ROOT is opened in read/write mode, but PDB$SEED and the PDBs are in closed mode. 

D. CDB$ROOT is opened in read/write mode, PDB$SEED in read-only mode, and the PDBs in MOUNT state. 

E. CDB$ROOT, PDB$SEED, and the PDBs are opened in read/write mode. 

Correct Answer: D 

If neither READ WRITE nor READ ONLY is specified, a PDB will be opened in READ ONLY if a CDB to 

which it belongs is used as a physical standby database, otherwise the PDB will be opened READ WRITE. 

Prerequisites for a PDB STARTUP 

When the current container is a pluggable database (PDB), the STARTUP command can only be used if: 

*
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 The PDB is in MOUNTED mode, excluding the use of the FORCE option. 

*

 The PDB must be in READ ONLY or READ WRITE mode to be in mounted mode. Etc. 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/SQPUG/ch_twelve045.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two operations are NOT performed by the DUPLICATE command in RMAN while duplicating a database that is
open? (Choose two.) 

A. creating a control file for the duplicate database 

B. restoring target data files to the duplicate database 

C. performing complete recovery by using all available backups 

D. generating a new, unique database identifier (DBID) for the duplicate database 

E. copying online redo log files from the target database to the duplicate database 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to create a database with a block size other than the default 8 KB by using the Database Configuration
Assistant (DBCA). 

Which option should you use? 

A. A custom database template 

B. A Data Warehouse database template 

C. Automatic Storage Management (ASM) for storage of data files 

D. A file system for storage of data files 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You issue commands in SQL*Plus as the Oracle owner, to enable multithreading for your UNIX-based Oracle 12c
database: 

CONNECT /AS SYSDBA ALTER SYSTEM SET THREADED_EXECUTION=TRUE SCOPE=SPFILE; SHUTDOWN
IMMEDIATE 

You then restart the instance and get an error: 
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STARTUP ORA-01031: insufficient privileges 

Why does the startup command return the error shown? 

A. because the threaded architecture requires exiting from sql*plus and reconnecting with sql*Plus / as sysdba before
issuing a startup command 

B. because the threaded architecture requires issuing a new connect / as sysdba from within sql*plus before issuing a
startup command 

C. because the threaded architecture requires authentication using a password file before issuing a startup command 

D. because the threaded architecture requires connecting to the instance via a listener before issuing a startup
command 

E. because the threaded architecture requires restarting the listener before issuing a startup command 

Correct Answer: C 
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